
Fine Games for Players and Collectors
International Shipping Rates  - PRIORITY INTERNATIONAL 

Effective Last Revised  

via PRIORITY MAIL INTERNATIONAL (~6-14 days delivery)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Austria Average Weight

Priority Mail Belgium Shipping Estimator Chart (pounds)

Denmark Typical Shipping Box Weight 0.5 - 3 #

International Finland Typical Boxed Game with MOUNTED Mapboard 2-4 #

Greece

Ireland Typical Boxed Game with UNmounted Mapboard 1-2 #

Shipping Charges Israel Bahrain
French 

Polynesia Typical Tubed Game 2 #

Hungary Italy India Kyrgystan

Poland Luxembourg Indonesia
Typical Magazine w/ Game 0.8 #

Canada Mexico Slovakia Montenegro Iceland Kuwait Typical Mag Game-Only 0.5 #

Ukraine Netherlands Malta Macao Malaysia

Norway Mongolia Croatia South Africa Typical S&T or Command Magazine w/ Game 1 #

Portugal Sweden Nigeria Czech Rep

Typical Magazine only 0.4 #

Spain Switerland Serbia Typical SPI Flat or White Tray 1 #

Philippines

Turkiye Singapore Chile Australia

Taiwan Argentina Venezuela New Zealand Brazil China France Germany Japan Hong Kong Russia Britain

Thailand UAE Bermuda South Korea

Weight Vietnam

(POUNDS) (KILOS) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Rates shown are for Flat Rate Priority Mail International Shipment. Limited only by total weight and by what will fit in a particular flat rate package.

$34.09 $43.32 $47.91 $49.09 $47.91 $47.71 $47.71 $47.91 $47.91 $43.32 $43.32 $50.00 $43.32 $43.32 $49.09 $49.09 $47.71 $47.71 $47.91 $49.29

$35.10 $44.78 $49.40 $50.63 $49.40 $49.33 $49.33 $49.40 $49.40 $44.78 $44.78 $51.72 $44.78 $44.78 $50.63 $50.63 $49.33 $49.33 $49.40 $50.98

$62.49 $74.92 $103.15 $87.06 $103.15 $97.24 $97.24 $103.15 $103.15 $74.92 $74.92 $97.09 $74.92 $74.92 $87.06 $87.06 $97.24 $97.24 $103.15 $89.04

$74.98 $87.45 $131.54 $101.04 $131.54 $121.20 $121.20 $131.54 $131.54 $87.45 $87.45 $118.60 $87.45 $87.45 $101.04 $101.04 $121.20 $121.20 $131.54 $107.39

Priority Mail Rates Shown Below are for Insured, Weight-based Priority Mail International Shipments

1 0.45 $44.91 $55.84 $63.88 $65.80 $66.07 $64.20 $63.67 $63.73 $64.88 $61.27 $61.49 $67.78 $62.87 $63.24 $61.55 $68.06 $62.99 $60.94 $70.94 $67.15

2 0.91 $48.68 $59.68 $70.35 $70.10 $70.42 $69.86 $69.22 $71.30 $72.63 $66.79 $66.79 $74.83 $68.72 $68.35 $66.35 $72.08 $67.59 $68.21 $79.99 $74.38

3 1.36 $52.39 $63.59 $76.87 $74.36 $74.67 $75.46 $74.83 $78.87 $80.40 $72.41 $72.09 $81.85 $74.45 $73.35 $71.15 $76.09 $72.20 $73.46 $89.06 $79.40

4 1.81 $55.60 $66.99 $82.83 $78.15 $78.48 $80.61 $79.88 $85.98 $87.61 $77.44 $76.89 $89.39 $79.75 $77.91 $75.46 $79.61 $76.31 $78.25 $97.62 $83.93

5 2.27 $59.29 $71.39 $89.84 $82.89 $83.73 $86.77 $85.98 $94.10 $95.82 $83.51 $82.63 $99.74 $85.98 $83.43 $80.75 $84.13 $81.47 $84.09 $107.19 $90.87

6 2.72 $62.47 $74.78 $95.80 $86.70 $88.31 $91.87 $91.08 $101.16 $103.08 $88.58 $87.42 $124.88 $91.33 $87.93 $84.99 $87.64 $85.58 $88.93 $115.75 $95.40

7 3.18 $65.65 $78.19 $101.82 $90.57 $92.90 $97.04 $96.14 $108.28 $110.30 $93.65 $92.85 $132.81 $96.62 $92.50 $89.29 $91.78 $89.69 $93.87 $124.32 $99.87

8 3.63 $70.50 $82.55 $108.78 $95.32 $98.49 $103.19 $102.25 $116.39 $118.60 $99.72 $99.54 $141.90 $102.85 $98.00 $94.59 $97.18 $94.80 $99.82 $133.87 $105.41

9 4.08 $73.71 $85.98 $114.79 $99.11 $103.07 $108.29 $107.34 $123.46 $125.82 $104.79 $105.23 $149.91 $108.15 $102.56 $98.88 $101.59 $98.91 $104.87 $142.43 $109.92

10 4.54 $76.91 $89.34 $120.76 $102.85 $107.66 $113.40 $112.39 $130.58 $133.02 $109.87 $110.93 $157.94 $113.50 $107.08 $103.14 $106.00 $103.02 $109.87 $151.00 $114.50

11 4.99 $83.12 $95.74 $129.77 $109.66 $115.25 $121.55 $120.50 $140.64 $143.29 $117.88 $119.63 $169.02 $121.74 $114.58 $107.94 $111.82 $110.13 $116.34 $162.56 $122.02

12 5.44 $86.34 $99.14 $135.68 $113.41 $119.84 $126.66 $125.55 $147.76 $150.50 $123.01 $125.32 $176.97 $127.03 $119.15 $110.66 $114.63 $114.23 $119.77 $171.13 $126.55

13 5.90 $89.55 $102.49 $141.70 $117.32 $124.42 $131.81 $130.66 $154.83 $157.69 $128.02 $131.02 $185.04 $132.27 $123.66 $114.66 $118.76 $118.35 $124.65 $179.69 $131.08

14 6.35 $92.81 $105.94 $147.66 $121.67 $129.01 $136.97 $135.76 $161.94 $165.02 $133.16 $136.72 $193.05 $137.61 $128.21 $118.65 $122.89 $122.45 $129.55 $188.26 $135.65

15 6.80 $96.02 $109.28 $153.67 $126.04 $133.61 $142.08 $140.81 $169.06 $172.21 $138.16 $142.41 $201.15 $142.86 $132.73 $122.58 $127.03 $126.57 $134.54 $196.81 $140.13

16 7.26 $100.23 $113.74 $160.64 $131.40 $139.19 $148.22 $146.91 $177.12 $180.49 $144.30 $149.11 $210.16 $149.15 $138.23 $127.51 $132.11 $131.67 $140.50 $206.38 $145.65

17 7.71 $103.44 $117.08 $166.65 $135.75 $143.78 $153.39 $152.02 $184.24 $187.69 $149.30 $154.80 $218.11 $154.48 $142.80 $131.50 $136.25 $135.79 $145.60 $214.94 $150.18

18 8.16 $106.65 $120.48 $172.62 $140.11 $148.37 $158.48 $157.07 $191.31 $194.90 $154.44 $160.50 $226.33 $159.73 $147.31 $135.48 $140.37 $139.94 $150.70 $223.50 $154.76

19 8.62 $110.86 $124.88 $179.63 $145.46 $153.96 $164.60 $163.18 $199.42 $203.16 $160.46 $167.20 $236.68 $166.02 $152.82 $140.41 $145.52 $145.05 $156.81 $233.07 $160.28

20 9.07 $114.12 $128.28 $185.59 $149.82 $158.54 $169.75 $168.23 $206.54 $210.42 $165.58 $172.89 $246.03 $171.26 $157.38 $144.40 $149.64 $149.16 $161.17 $241.63 $164.81

21 9.53 $117.34 $131.68 $191.60 $154.18 $163.13 $174.86 $173.33 $213.60 $217.68 $170.60 $178.58 $255.39 $176.60 $161.88 $147.14 $153.78 $153.26 $165.38 $250.19 $169.33

22 9.98 $121.54 $136.02 $198.56 $159.53 $168.72 $181.01 $179.61 $221.72 $225.90 $176.67 $185.28 $265.74 $182.90 $167.45 $152.04 $158.86 $158.38 $170.79 $259.75 $174.99

23 10.43 $124.76 $139.43 $204.54 $163.89 $173.30 $186.17 $185.19 $228.83 $233.10 $181.74 $190.98 $275.09 $188.13 $171.96 $155.99 $163.00 $162.48 $175.12 $268.32 $179.81

24 10.89 $127.97 $142.82 $210.55 $168.25 $177.89 $191.27 $190.75 $235.90 $240.37 $186.81 $196.68 $284.44 $193.42 $176.47 $159.93 $167.12 $166.60 $179.43 $276.88 $184.64

25 11.34 $132.18 $147.22 $217.51 $173.61 $183.48 $197.44 $197.33 $243.97 $248.58 $192.88 $203.38 $294.80 $199.71 $182.03 $164.83 $172.26 $171.70 $184.75 $286.45 $190.47

26 11.79 $136.59 $151.77 $224.67 $179.12 $189.21 $203.73 $204.05 $252.28 $257.04 $199.10 $210.21 $305.30 $206.15 $187.68 $169.88 $177.55 $176.97 $190.21 $296.16 $196.44

27 12.25 $139.80 $155.18 $230.63 $183.47 $193.80 $208.84 $209.62 $259.35 $264.25 $204.17 $215.91 $314.65 $211.45 $192.25 $173.83 $181.62 $181.07 $194.47 $304.71 $201.27

28 12.70 $144.01 $159.52 $237.65 $188.83 $199.39 $214.95 $216.19 $267.42 $272.46 $210.19 $222.61 $325.00 $217.68 $197.76 $178.79 $186.76 $186.18 $199.80 $314.28 $207.10

29 13.15 $147.22 $162.97 $243.61 $193.18 $203.98 $220.30 $221.76 $274.53 $279.72 $215.32 $228.31 $334.36 $223.03 $202.27 $182.74 $190.90 $190.29 $204.22 $322.84 $211.92

30 13.61 $150.42 $166.32 $249.62 $197.54 $208.57 $225.89 $227.33 $281.65 $286.92 $220.33 $234.01 $343.71 $228.26 $206.83 $186.64 $195.03 $194.46 $208.52 $331.41 $216.75

31 14.06 $154.64 $170.78 $256.59 $202.90 $214.16 $232.46 $233.90 $289.71 $295.13 $226.46 $240.70 $354.06 $234.55 $212.34 $189.97 $200.16 $199.56 $213.85 $340.97 $222.57

32 14.51 $157.90 $174.11 $262.61 $207.25 $218.75 $238.05 $239.47 $296.78 $302.46 $231.47 $246.39 $363.42 $239.85 $216.90 $193.88 $204.25 $203.67 $218.15 $349.54 $227.40

33 14.97 $161.12 $177.46 $268.57 $211.62 $223.33 $243.64 $245.04 $303.94 $309.65 $236.55 $252.09 $372.77 $245.15 $221.41 $197.74 $208.37 $207.78 $222.41 $358.10 $232.23

34 15.42 $165.33 $181.91 $275.58 $216.98 $228.92 $250.22 $251.61 $312.01 $317.91 $242.62 $258.79 $383.12 $251.44 $226.92 $202.66 $213.51 $212.89 $227.78 $367.66 $238.05

35 15.88 $168.53 $185.27 $281.54 $221.33 $233.51 $255.81 $257.18 $319.08 $325.13 $247.69 $264.48 $392.47 $256.66 $231.48 $206.52 $217.64 $217.00 $232.10 $376.22 $242.88

36 16.33 $174.04 $191.01 $289.85 $227.99 $240.40 $263.69 $265.05 $328.49 $334.63 $255.06 $272.48 $404.13 $264.32 $238.29 $212.74 $224.08 $223.41 $238.71 $387.08 $250.01

37 16.78 $177.26 $194.36 $295.82 $232.34 $244.98 $269.28 $270.62 $335.61 $341.90 $260.13 $278.17 $413.48 $269.61 $242.85 $216.60 $228.15 $227.51 $243.03 $395.65 $254.83

38 17.24 $181.02 $198.27 $302.33 $237.20 $250.07 $275.35 $276.69 $343.18 $349.61 $265.70 $284.37 $423.33 $275.35 $247.86 $221.01 $232.79 $232.13 $247.84 $404.71 $260.16

39 17.69 $184.22 $201.67 $308.30 $241.56 $254.66 $280.94 $282.26 $350.29 $356.92 $270.77 $290.07 $432.68 $280.64 $252.37 $224.92 $236.94 $236.23 $252.16 $413.28 $264.99

40 18.14 $187.44 $205.07 $314.31 $245.91 $259.24 $286.53 $287.83 $357.41 $364.13 $275.84 $295.76 $442.04 $285.93 $256.93 $228.84 $241.06 $240.35 $256.41 $421.83 $269.81

41 18.60 $191.80 $209.56 $321.42 $251.42 $264.98 $293.26 $294.55 $365.62 $372.49 $282.06 $302.61 $452.54 $292.37 $262.59 $231.87 $246.35 $245.60 $261.89 $431.55 $275.79

42 19.05 $195.52 $213.52 $327.94 $256.28 $270.07 $299.35 $300.62 $373.24 $380.25 $287.58 $308.81 $462.39 $298.16 $267.66 $234.24 $250.93 $250.26 $266.69 $440.61 $281.11

43 19.50 $198.72 $216.86 $333.90 $260.64 $274.65 $304.93 $306.19 $380.31 $387.46 $292.71 $314.50 $471.74 $303.41 $272.16 $238.07 $255.06 $254.37 $271.01 $449.18 $285.94

44 19.96 $202.99 $221.26 $340.91 $266.00 $280.25 $311.52 $312.76 $388.42 $395.72 $298.72 $321.19 $482.10 $309.74 $277.68 $242.86 $260.19 $259.48 $276.32 $458.74 $291.77

45 20.41 $206.19 n/a $346.87 $270.35 $284.84 $317.11 $318.34 $395.54 $402.99 $303.85 $326.89 $491.45 $314.99 $282.23 $246.64 $264.32 $263.59 $280.64 n/a $296.59

Ea Addtl # Ea 0.45 Kilo $4.70 $4.87 $7.47 $5.27 $5.80 $6.62 $6.56 $8.57 $8.72 $6.54 $6.69 $11.00 $6.77 $6.01 $5.52 $5.26 $5.59 $6.42 $10.04 $6.37

1/22/2024 1/24/2024

Small FR Box

Max 4# weight

MAXIMUM parcel shipping weight varies by country, and 

may be as low as 44#. Actual shipping weights of no more 

than 35# recommended. VERY light items may be shipped 

by FIRST CLASS or even a simple business envelope; 

please inquire. Flat Rate Envelopes suggested for unboxed 

items such a magazines & unboxed games.

FLAT RATE ENVELOPE: 4 Lbs Maximum, flat unboxed items up to ~ 1/2" thick. $50 insurance, addtl available.

 FLAT RATE SMALL BOX: 4 Lbs Maximum, whatever fits inside, insurance available.

MEDIUM FLAT RATE BOX: 20 Lbs Maximum, 14x12x3.5" box, whatever will fit inside, insuranced to $100.

Includes 

delivery in ~6-

14 days, 

tracking & 

insurance 

included

Flat Rate Box

LARGE FLAT RATE BOX: 20 Lbs Maximum, 23.75x11.75x3" box, whatever will fit inside, insured to $300.

(14x12x3.5", max 20#) >

Flat Rate Envelope

Flat, unboxed, max 4# >

FG Shipping Rates - Intl & UPS v USPS.xlsx Intl Priority & Express 1 of 1 1/24/2024 4:58 PM


